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Abstract: Aerodynamic noise produced by the rotating blade is an important hindrance for the rapid
development of modern wind turbines. Among the various noise sources, the airfoil trailing edge
noise contributes a lot to the wind turbine noise. The control of wind turbine airfoil trailing edge
self-noise by bio-inspired sinusoidal wavy leading edges is experimentally studied in a semi-anechoic
chamber. The noise radiated by the baseline NACA 0012 airfoil and various wavy airfoils is measured
using a planar microphone array consisting of fifty-two microphones. The noise source identifications
are achieved by using the CLEAN-SC method. The effects of velocity and angle of attack on noise
radiation of the baseline airfoil are analyzed in detail. The noise control law of the wavy amplitude
and wavelength on airfoil trailing edge noise is explored. Based on the acoustic beamforming results,
the noise control effects of the wavy leading edges are intuitively demonstrated. In general, the
wavy leading edge with a larger amplitude and smaller wavelength has a better effect on the airfoil
trailing edge noise reduction. The maximum sound pressure level reduction can be up to 33.9 dB. The
results of this study are expected to provide important information for wind turbine aerodynamic
noise control.

Keywords: wind energy; wind turbine; noise control; wavy leading edges; trailing edge noise

1. Introduction

With the rapid consumption and increasing scarcity of traditional fossil energy, people
are gradually turning their attention to the efficient development and utilization of renew-
able energy [1]. Wind energy is one of the popular sources of power due to its accessibility,
clean and low-carbon nature, abundant reserves and other characteristics. The latest Global
Wind Report 2023 was released by the GWEC (Global Wind Energy Council) in São Paulo,
Brazil. The report predicts that by 2024, the capacity of newly installed global onshore
wind power will surpass over 100 GW for the first time, and by 2025, the newly installed
capacity of global offshore wind power will also hit a new high, reaching 25 GW. In the
next five years, the newly added grid-connected capacity of wind power in the world will
reach 680 GW [2].

Although wind energy can be developed and utilized on a large scale, it will also
have a certain impact on the surrounding environment [3]. Similar to aviation noise [4],
the noise generated by wind turbine blades will have a certain impact on the physical and
mental health of local residents [5,6] and bird migration activities or animals’ reproductive
activities [7,8]. With the rapid development and application of wind turbines, the power
generation of a single wind turbine has increased, and the size of the wind turbine has
also become larger and larger. With the increase in rotor diameter and blade tip speed,
the problem of noise pollution generated in the working process of the wind turbines
is becoming increasingly serious. The wind turbine noise has caused more and more
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complaints from nearby residents. The wind turbine noise is a problem that must be
addressed for further development of advanced wind turbine technologies [9].

The airfoil trailing edge noise generated by the interaction of the boundary layer
turbulence with the airfoil trailing edge is the main noise source of wind turbines [10].
Brooks et al. divided the generation mechanism of airfoil self-noise into five types based
on the different flow patterns of the airfoil boundary layer [11]. Due to the broadband
nature of wind turbine noise, its noise control is a challenging task. High power and low
noise pollution are the development direction of wind turbines in the future. To make
wind power generation truly clean, it is urgent to conduct systematic research and develop
advanced noise control methods for wind turbines.

Lutz et al. proposed a method to predict airfoil trailing edge noise and used it in
acoustic airfoil design. They developed three different airfoils for the outer blade regions of
three MW-class reference wind turbines, which can reduce the overall sound pressure level
by 1–3.5 dB without loss of performance [12]. Sanghyeon et al. used a hybrid computational
aero-acoustics method to study the aerodynamic noise characteristics of Savonius wind
turbines and proposed a low-noise design based on their understanding of the noise
generation mechanism. The study found that the adoption of S-shaped trailing edge blades
reduced the noise level of the Savonius wind turbine by 2.7 dB [13].

Avallone et al. modified the trailing edge of the NACA 0018 airfoil to reduce the
trailing edge noise caused by the turbulent boundary layer. It is proved by calculation and
experimental validation that the combed-sawtooth serrations can achieve a better noise
reduction effect than the traditional sawtooth serration in the low to middle frequency
range [14]. In general, the use of trailing edge serrations always leads to a reduced aero-
dynamic performance. In order to solve this issue, Zhao et al. have developed a new
type of serrated airfoil that can maintain high aerodynamic performance [15]. Showkat
et al. studied porous treatment as one of the means of aerodynamic noise reduction. The
influence of the interaction between flow and porous material is studied, and the noise
reduction mechanism of porous material is explored [16].

In 1995, Fish et al. first published a study on the hydrodynamic performance of the
tubercle structure of the pectoral flippers of humpback whales in the Journal of Morphol-
ogy [17]. Subsequently, a large number of researchers have conducted research on the
impact of wavy leading edge structures on the aerodynamic performance and aerodynamic
noise of airfoils and blades.

In 2010, Hansen et al. [18] first studied the control effect of wavy leading edges on tone
noise of the NACA 0012 airfoil. It was found that the wavy leading edges can significantly
reduce the tonal noise of the NACA 0012 airfoil at a Reynolds number of approximately
120,000. Hansen also pointed out that the noise reduction mechanism of the wavy leading
edges is the formation of streamwise vortices caused by tubercles, which can enhance
the momentum exchange in the downstream boundary layer, improve the stability of the
boundary layer, and destroy the acoustic feedback mechanism. Gruber et al. [19] studied
tandem airfoils using two types of serrated trailing edges for the upstream airfoil and a
wavy leading edge for the downstream airfoil. They investigated the effect of wavy leading
edges on wake–airfoil interference noise, reaching a broadband interference noise reduction
of 5–8.5 dB.

Feinerman et al. [20] studied the effect of sinusoidal wavy leading edges on helicopter
blade–vortex interference noise. The experiment showed that the wavy leading edge can
reduce interference noise by up to 3 dB and proposed that the noise reduction mechanism
lies in destructive phase interference. Chen et al. [21] conducted an experimental study on
the influence of wavy leading edges on the interference noise of the NACA 0012 airfoil
and parameterized the amplitude and wavelength characteristics of the wavy leading
edges. Research has found that the noise reduction effect is sensitive to the amplitude
and wavelength of the wavy leading edges. The wavy leading edge with maximum
amplitude and minimum wavelength can achieve the most significant noise reduction
effect, up to 4 dB.
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Most studies use trailing edge serrations to control airfoil trailing edge noise [22],
while wavy leading edges inspired by humpback whale flippers are often used to
control leading edge airfoil–turbulence interaction noise [23–25]. However, few studies
have addressed the effect of a wavy leading edge on airfoil trailing edge noise [26].
Lacagnina et al. [27] studied the effect of leading edge serrations on reducing the
self-noise of airfoils over a large angle of attack range. The results indicate that at
most angles of attack, the leading edge serrations can reduce the self-noise of the
airfoil, but have a negative impact on the aerodynamic performance. Kim et al. [28]
also studied the NACA 65(12)-10 airfoil with sinusoidal leading edge fluctuations.
Under the condition of an effective Reynolds number of 106, the aerodynamic and
acoustic performance of the airfoil was optimized simultaneously by considering the
attachment and separation flow. The maximum lift of the airfoil is improved without
sacrificing the overall noise and the drag at near/post stall angles of attack. Taking
into account both aerodynamic performance and noise level, an optimal leading edge
fluctuation structure was proposed. The purpose of this study is to reduce the airfoil
trailing edge noise at small angles of attack and a wide speed range using the wavy
leading edges, and to explore the noise reduction law of the wavy leading edges with
different amplitudes and wavelengths.

2. Experimental Set-Up and Procedures
2.1. Design of Wavy Leading Edges

In this study, the NACA 0012 airfoil with a chord length of 100 mm and a span
length of 225 mm was used as the baseline airfoil. Seven sinusoidal wavy leading edge
airfoils with different amplitudes (A) and wavelengths (W) were studied. The detailed
design parameters are shown in Table 1. All wavy airfoils are marked by a combination
of dimensionless percentages of amplitude and wavelength based on chord length. As
shown in Figure 1b, the local chord length is changed only by stretching and compressing
the geometry from the leading edge to the position of maximum thickness, keeping the
averaged chord length and projected area of the wavy leading edge airfoils consistent with
the baseline airfoil. The variation of the chord length of the wavy leading airfoils along
the spanwise direction is defined by Equation (1), and the span section is generated by
Equation (2).

c(z) = c +
A
2

cos
(

2π

W
z
)

(1)

 xnew =

{
xold
xmax

[xmax + (c(z)− c)]− [c(z)− c] xold < xmax

xold xold ≥ xmax

ynew = yold

(2)

Table 1. Design parameters for test airfoils.

Name A (mm) W (mm) A/c (%) W/c (%) A/W Wave
Number

Baseline -- -- -- -- -- --
A5W10 5 10 5 10 0.5 20

A20W10 20 10 20 10 2 20
A40W10 40 10 40 10 4 20
A10W20 10 20 10 20 0.5 10
A20W20 20 20 20 20 1 10
A40W20 40 20 40 20 2 10
A40W40 40 40 40 40 1 5
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Figure 2. Practical photograph of the wavy leading edge airfoils. 

2.2. Test Facility and Instrumentation 
This study was carried out in the semi-anechoic chamber of Turbomachinery Aero-

dynamics and Aeroacoustics Laboratory (TAAL) of Northwestern Polytechnical Univer-
sity, as shown in Figure 3. The outlet size of the wind tunnel is 225 × 120 mm, with a 
maximum incoming flow velocity of 100 m/s, and a turbulence intensity of approximately 
1%. The test airfoil is installed by two parallel organic glass plates at a distance of 50 mm 
away from the nozzle outlet, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 1. Design of wavy leading edge airfoil: (a) design parameters; (b) spanwise section generation.

The subscript ‘new’ represents the wavy leading edge airfoil and ‘old’ represents the
baseline airfoil. xmax represents the maximum thickness position of the baseline airfoil.

The 8 airfoils studied in this paper are all made of aluminum processed by computer
numerical control (CNC) machine tools, and the physical objects are shown in Figure 2. In
order to ensure that the spanwise direction includes integer multiples of the wavelengths,
and to facilitate the detachable installation, 12.5 mm was reserved at both ends of the airfoil,
which means the actual span length including the wavy leading edges is 200 mm.
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2.2. Test Facility and Instrumentation

This study was carried out in the semi-anechoic chamber of Turbomachinery Aerody-
namics and Aeroacoustics Laboratory (TAAL) of Northwestern Polytechnical University,
as shown in Figure 3. The outlet size of the wind tunnel is 225 × 120 mm, with a maximum
incoming flow velocity of 100 m/s, and a turbulence intensity of approximately 1%. The
test airfoil is installed by two parallel organic glass plates at a distance of 50 mm away from
the nozzle outlet, as shown in Figure 4.
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Based on the size and basic rotation speed of modern wind turbines, we chose an
experimental incoming flow velocity range of 20 to 70 m/s with a speed interval of
10 m/s. And the range of variable geometric angle of attack is set to be ±15◦ with an
interval of 5◦. Since the airfoil is installed in an open-jet wind tunnel, it can cause down-
wash of incoming flow, resulting in a decrease in the effective angle of attack. Based on
the theory of equal lift surfaces, Brooks et al. [29] proposed a revised formula for the
two-dimensional open-jet wind tunnel. The corrected angle of attack is equivalent to the
angle of attack corresponding to the same lift generated under free flow conditions.

α∗ = αt/ζ (3)

in which,
ζ = (1 + 2σ)2 +

√
12σ (4)

σ =
(

π2/48
)
(c/H)2 (5)

Among them, αt is the geometric angle of attack, α∗ is the effective angle of attack, c is
the chord length of the airfoil, and for horizontally installed airfoils, H is the exit height of
the wind tunnel. In this study, H = 120 mm. Using the above formula to correct the angle
of attack, the corrected actual effective angle of attack range is calculated to be ±5◦. The
geometric angle of attack of 10◦ corresponds to an effective angle of attack of 3.4◦.

As shown in Figure 4, a helical planar microphone array consisting of 52 BSWA
MPA401 1/4-inch microphones is placed at a distance of 450 mm from the airfoil trailing
edge, and the sound source is identified using the CLEAN-SC method [30,31]. Among
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them, the #1 microphone (at the center of the microphone array panel) is located directly
below the midpoint of the airfoil trailing edge. The geometric model and the practical
photograph of the microphone array panel are shown in Figure 5.
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The sound pressure level (SPL) is defined by Equation (6), where Spp is the power
spectral density of the sound pressure, and Pref is the reference sound pressure. The
sampling frequency of this experiment is 32,768 Hz, and the sampling time of each group of
acoustic signals is 20 s. Welch’s method [32] is used to calculate the sound pressure power
spectral density. The number of Fourier transform points is 1024, the data overlap rate is
50%, and the window function is Hamming window. The spectral resolution is 32 Hz and
the number of averaging is 1279.

SPL( f ) = 10 log10

(
Spp( f )

/
p2

re f

)
(6)

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Noise Radiations of the Baseline Airfoil

Firstly, the effects of incoming flow velocity and angle of attack on the noise
radiation of the baseline airfoil are studied. As shown in Figure 6, the noise spectra
of the baseline airfoil measured by microphone #1 at different speeds at 0◦ and 10◦

geometric angles of attack are compared. Since the background noise is the dominant
noise source below 2 kHz, this paper only discusses the noise radiation characteristics
within the range of 2 kHz to 10 kHz. It can be seen from the figure that the broadband
noise radiated by the airfoil generally increases with the increase in the incoming flow
velocity. At the same time, as shown in Figure 6b, the frequency of the noise hump also
gradually increases with the increase in the incoming flow velocity, and the noise peak
will first increase and then decrease with the increase in velocity. Figure 6a also shows
the spectrum of background noise (BGN) at different speeds. The solid line represents
the case where there is a baseline airfoil without angle of attack, while the dashed line
represents the case where there is no airfoil, only the wind tunnel and acrylic plates
used to fix the airfoils. It can be seen that the broadband noise level of the background
is generally lower than when there is a baseline airfoil. However, the background noise
can be even higher, near 5200 Hz, which may be due to the influence of the airfoil on
the vortex shedding at the trailing edge of the acrylic plates.
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(a) AOA = 0◦ (with background noise); (b) AOA = 10◦.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the noise radiation of the baseline airfoil at different
geometric angles of attack when the incoming flow velocities are 40, 50 and 60 m/s. The
law that the noise radiation level increases with the increase in the attack angle can be
obtained from these pictures at different speeds. The difference is the frequency range of
hump noise, which varies with speed as discussed earlier. It can be seen from Figure 7b
that, when the incoming flow velocity is 50 m/s, the sound pressure level of the hump
noise at 2600–4500 Hz and the broadband noise at 6000–9000 Hz both increase with the
increase in the angle of attack. It should be noted that the noise hump near 5200 Hz is
actually the background noise caused by the organic glass plates used to fix the airfoils,
which is not considered here. In the frequency range of 2600–4500 Hz, the hump noise of
the baseline airfoil increases from 53 dB at 0◦ angle of attack to 59 dB at 5◦ angle of attack,
while at 10◦ angle of attack, the maximum sound pressure level can reach up to 76 dB.
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Figure 8 shows the sound source identification results of the baseline airfoil at different
one-third octave center frequencies when the incoming flow velocity is 50 m/s, and the
angles of attack are 0◦ and 10◦, respectively. The dashed lines and solid boxes in the figures
indicate the relative positions of the wind tunnel outlet and the airfoil, respectively. It can
be seen from the figure that when the angle of attack changes from 0◦ to 10◦, the main
sound sources that cause the noise increase at 4 kHz and 8 kHz are all at the trailing edge
of the airfoil. To minimize the impact of background noise, the noise spectrum within the
dashed square box region shown in Figure 8d is averaged to obtain trailing edge noise for
the following analysis.
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3.2. Noise Reduction Effect of the Wavy Airfoil

Figure 9 shows the sound source identification results of the baseline airfoil, A10W20
airfoil and A40W20 airfoil when the incoming flow velocity is 50 m/s and the attack angle
is 10◦. The display range of the contour of the sound pressure level at the same frequency
is the same. It can be observed that for all airfoils, noise is concentrated in the middle of the
airfoil trailing edge. The wavy leading edges can effectively control the airfoil trailing edge
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noise, and the A40W20 airfoil with a larger amplitude has a much better noise reduction
effect on the airfoil trailing edge noise than the A10W20 airfoil.
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(f) A40W20 at f = 8000 Hz.

The influence of the amplitude of the wavy leading edges on the trailing edge noise
sound pressure level spectrum is shown in Figure 10. The incoming flow velocity is 50 m/s,
and the geometric angle of attack is 10◦, the same below. It can be concluded that when
the wavelength of the wavy leading edges remains consistent, the larger the amplitude,
the better the noise reduction effect. Figure 10a,b have the same noise reduction law for
different wavelengths. We can also see that when the amplitude-to-wavelength ratio (A/W)
of the wavy leading edges is the same, such as A5W10 and A10W20 or A20W10 and
A40W20, the noise spectrum of the wavy airfoils is similar, and the level of noise reduction
is comparable. However, in Figure 10a, when the ratio A/W of the wavy leading edge
increases to 4, the noise reduction benefits of the A40W10 wavy airfoil are relatively small
compared to the A20W10 wavy airfoil.
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The influence of the wavelength of the wavy leading edges on the trailing edge noise
radiation is shown in Figure 11. It can be observed from Figure 11a that when the amplitude
is 0.2 c, the A20W10 airfoil has a better noise reduction effect compared to the A20W20
airfoil. Similarly, in Figure 11b, when the amplitude remains at 0.4 c, the noise reduction
effect worsens with an increase in wavelength. Moreover, the A40W40 airfoil leads to an
increase in the sound pressure level between 2000 and 2500 Hz.
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According to our research, it can be concluded that all the wavy leading edges studied
in this paper have the effect of reducing airfoil trailing edge noise, including hump noise
and broadband noise. Moreover, the wavy leading edge with a larger amplitude and smaller
wavelength can control the trailing edge noise better. Especially, the A40W10 airfoil is found
to have the most effective noise reduction capabilities. It has been obtained that the trailing
edge hump noise due to the increased angle of attack ranging from 2500 to 5000 Hz is com-
pletely suppressed by the A40W10 airfoil, with a maximum noise reduction level of 33.9 dB at
3552 Hz. Additionally, the broadband noise between 5600 and 10,000 Hz has also been effectively
reduced, with a maximum noise reduction level of 12.7 dB at around 7500 Hz. Secondly, the
wavy airfoils A40W20 and A20W10 are also effective for noise reduction, achieving a maximum
sound pressure level reduction of 32.1 dB and 31.7 dB at 3552 Hz, respectively.

There are some limitations to this study: (1) The research object used in this study is a
two-dimensional symmetric airfoil, which simplifies the actual blade without considering
its three-dimensional characteristics. However, the blade shape and twist angle of the
actual wind turbine at different radius positions are different. (2) This study simulates the
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actual situation at different radii of the blade by changing the angle of attack and inflow
velocity. However, the range of angle of attack and velocity in this study is limited, and only
the velocity range of 20–70 m/s is studied under small angles of attack. In fact, the wavy
leading edge also has a certain control effect on flow separation at high angles of attack,
which can effectively reduce the separation noise of airfoil. (3) This study was conducted
in a semi-anechoic chamber, so the impact of background noise is relatively significant. The
low-frequency noise below 2000 Hz and the hump noise near 5200 Hz are dominated by
background noise, which may mask the airfoil noise under some incoming flow conditions.

4. Conclusions

This paper experimentally investigates the noise radiation characteristics of the base-
line NACA 0012 airfoil and seven wavy leading edge airfoils with different amplitudes and
wavelengths at seven speeds ranging from 20 to 70 m/s and four angles of attack from 0◦

to 15◦. The influence of the amplitude and wavelength of the wavy leading edges on the
noise reduction effect was analyzed. And through beamforming sound source recognition
technology, the distribution of sound sources and the noise reduction effect of wavy leading
edge configurations were intuitively presented. Based on the experimental results, the
following conclusions are drawn.

The broadband noise radiated by the baseline airfoil generally increases with the
increase in the incoming flow velocity. At the same time, due to the existence of the angle
of attack, hump noise will be generated, and broadband noise will be increased. Moreover,
the frequency of the noise hump will gradually increase with the increase in the incoming
flow velocity, while the noise peak will first increase and then decrease with the increase in
the velocity. In the range of small angles of attack, the sound pressure level of the baseline
airfoil increases with the increase in angle of attack, and the main noise source is located
at the trailing edge of the airfoil. At 10◦ angle of attack and 50 m/s, the maximum sound
pressure level can reach up to 76 dB at 3552 Hz, with an increase of 23 dB compared to the
53 dB at 0◦ angle of attack.

The wavy leading edges can effectively control the airfoil trailing edge noise, and the
wavy leading edge with a larger amplitude and smaller wavelength can achieve a better
noise reduction effect. For example, when the incoming flow speed is 50 m/s, the wavy
leading edges effectively suppress the hump noise in the range of 2500–5000 Hz, while also
effectively reducing the broadband noise above 5600 Hz. Among the airfoils studied, the
A40W10 airfoil demonstrated the most effective noise reduction, achieving a maximum
reduction of up to 33.9 dB in airfoil trailing edge noise, from 57.8 dB for the baseline airfoil
to 23.9 dB for the A40W10 airfoil.
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